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Abstract—We introduce a novel family of asymmetric dual-
static random access memory cell designs that reduce leakage
power in caches while maintaining low access latency. Our designs
exploit the strong bias toward zero at the bit level exhibited by
the memory value stream of ordinary programs. Compared to
conventional symmetric high-performance cells, our cells offer
significant leakage reduction in the zero state and, in some cases,
also in the one state, albeit to a lesser extent. A novel sense
amplifier, in combination with dummy bitlines, allows for read
times to be on par with conventional symmetric cells. With one
cell design, leakage is reduced by 7 (in the zero state) with no
performance degradation, but with a stability degradation of 6%.
Another cell design reduces leakage by 2 (in the zero state) with
no performance or stability loss. An alternative cell design reduces
leakage by 58 (in the zero state) with a performance degradation
of 1% and an area increase of 2.4% and no stability degradation.

Index Terms—Asymmetric static random access memory
(SRAM) cell, dual-threshold voltage, leakage current, static
memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S A RESULT of technology trends, leakage (static)
power dissipation has emerged as a first-class design

consideration in high-performance processor design. Histor-
ically, architectural innovations for improving performance
relied on exploiting ever larger numbers of transistors operating
at higher frequencies. To keep the resulting switching power
dissipation at bay, successive technology generations have
relied on reducing the supply voltage. In order to maintain
performance, however, this has required a corresponding re-
duction in the transistor threshold voltage. Since the MOSFET
sub-threshold leakage current increases exponentially with a
reduced threshold voltage, leakage power dissipation has grown
to be a significant fraction of overall chip power dissipation in
modern deep-submicrometer (0.18 m) processes. Moreover,
it is expected to grow by a factor of five every chip generation
[1]. For processors, it is estimated that, in 0.10-m technology,
leakage power will account for approximately 50% of the total
chip power [2].

Since leakage power is proportional to the number of
transistors, and given the projected large memory content of
future system-on-chip (SOC) devices, it becomes important
to focus on static random access memory (SRAM) structures
such as caches, which comprise the vast majority of on-chip
transistors. Existing circuit-level leakage reduction techniques
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are oblivious to program behavior and trade off performance
for reduced leakage where possible, e.g., [3]. Combined circuit-
and architecture-level techniques reduce leakage for those
parts of the on-chip caches that remain unused for long periods
of time (thousands of cycles) [4]–[6]. The mechanisms that
identify which cache parts will be unused and that enable
leakage reduction incur considerable power and performance
overheads that have to be amortized over long periods of time.
These methods are not effective when most of the cache is
actively used.

We present a family of novelasymmetricSRAM cell designs
that lead to new cache designs, which we refer to as asym-
metric-cell caches (ACCs). ACCs offer drastically reduced
leakage power compared to conventional caches even when
there are few parts of the cache that are left unused. ACCs
exploit the fact that, in ordinary programs, most of thebits in
caches arezeroesfor both the data and instruction streams.
It has been shown that this behavior persists for a variety
of programs under different assumptions about cache sizes,
organization, and instruction set architectures, even when
perfect knowledge of which cache parts will be left unused for
long periods of time is known beforehand [7].

Traditional SRAM cells are symmetrically composed of tran-
sistors with identical leakage and threshold characteristics. Our
asymmetricSRAM cell designs offer low leakage with little or
no impact on latency. In our asymmetric SRAM cells, selected
transistors are “weakened” to reduce leakage when the cell is
storing a zero (the common case). In this study, we achieve the
weakening by using higher transistors, however, this may
also be possible by appropriate transistor sizing. We evaluate our
designs by simulation, based on a commercial 0.13-m 1.2-V
CMOS technology. The two best designs offer different perfor-
mance/leakage characteristics. With one cell design, leakage is
reduced by 7 (in the zero state) with no performance degra-
dation. An alternative cell design reduces leakage by 70(in
the zero state) with a sense time degradation of 8.5% (the total
read cycle time is degraded by only 2%). Four other cells with
improved stability relative to a standard SRAM cell are also de-
signed; one reduces leakage by 2in the preferred state with
no loss in performance or stability, and other reduces leakage by
58 with no loss of stability and a sense time degradation of 3%.
By comparison, the use of an all high-cell reduces leakage by
approximately 70 , but increases sense times by 43%.

We make the following contributions.

1) We introduce a novel family of asymmetric SRAM cells.
2) We introduce a novel sense amp design that exploits the

asymmetric nature of our cells to offer cell read times that
are on par with conventional symmetric SRAM cells.

3) We evaluate a cache design that is based on ACCs and
demonstrate that compared to a conventional cache, it of-
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fers drastic leakage reduction while maintaining high per-
formance and comparable noise margins and stability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we present our asymmetric cell family. In Section III, we
present the sense amplifier. In Section IV, we present the simu-
lation results of a SRAM using the different asymmetric cells.
Section V includes a discussion on architectural level techniques
to leverage the asymmetric nature of the cells. Finally, we offer
conclusions in Section VI.

II. A SYMMETRIC SRAM CELLS

Early research performed to reduce the power consump-
tion of SRAMs consisted of reducing the dynamic power
dissipation through changes in the peripheral circuitry. Due
to the large number of transistors contained in SRAM arrays,
the static power dissipation within the array has become a
large fraction of the total power dissipation. Ideally, a SRAM
cell should be fast and should dissipate low leakage power.
This is increasingly at odds with the fundamental technology
tradeoff between transistor speed and leakage. Conventional
high-performance SRAM cells use a symmetric configuration
of six transistors with identical threshold voltages. One can
reduce leakage by using highertransistors, but unfortunately
using an all-high- transistor cell degrades performance by
an unacceptable margin. Our asymmetric SRAM cells reduce
leakage while maintaining high performance based on the
following approach: select a preferred state and weaken only
those transistors necessary to drastically reduce leakage when
the cell is in that state. These cells exhibit asymmetric leakage
and access behavior. Fortunately, their asymmetric access
behavior can be exploited to maintain high performance while
reducing leakage.

A. Technology

All results reported in this paper are HSPICE simulation re-
sults produced at 110C using SPICE models of a commercial
0.13- m 1.2-V CMOS technology. Furthermore, throughout
this paper, the following convention will be used. A high
(HV) transistor is obtained from the basic 0.13-m 1.2-V
transistor (referred to herein as the regular(RV) transistor)
by artificially increasing the by 0.2 V using the HSPICE
in-line parameter DELVTO. This value of 0.2 V was chosen
because it leads to a difference of approximately 10between
the leakage currents of HV and RV transistors, which is typical
of dual- technology.1 Finally, the sizes of the transistors
comprising the basic SRAM cell, which forms the starting
point for our design variations below, are part of the technology
specification for the 0.13-m process. As such, these sizes
cannot be disclosed.

B. Nine Asymmetric Cells

As shown in Fig. 1, a SRAM cell comprises two inverters, i.e.,
(P2, N2) and (P1,N1), and two pass transistors, i.e., N3 and N4.
In the inactive state, the wordline (WL) is held low so that the

1If increased length were used to reduce leakage, the transistors’ area would
need to increase by at least a hundredfold, thus, a dual-V approach is preferable.

Fig. 1. Transistors that dissipate leakage when a SRAM cell is holding a “0.”

Fig. 2. Basic asymmetric SRAM cell.

two pass transistors are off isolating the cell from BL and BLB.
At this stage, the bitlines are also typically charged at (e.g.,
logic “1”). Cells spend most of their time in the inactive state.
In this state, most of the leakage is dissipated by the transistors
that are: 1) off and that 2) have a voltage differential across their
drain and source. The value stored in the cell (i.e., the cell state)
determines which transistors these are. When the cell is storing
a “0,” as in Fig. 1, the leaky transistors are P1, N4, and N2. If
the cell was storing a “1,” then transistors P2, N1, and N3 would
dissipate leakage power.

A simple technique for reducing leakage power would be to
replace all transistors with high- ones, to obtain the HV cell,
but this unacceptably degrades the bitlines discharge times by
61.6%.2 Since ordinary programs exhibit a strong bias in cache-
resident bit values [8], another possibility to reduce leakage
power, but at the same time keep read access times short, is to
choose a preferred stored value and to only replace those tran-
sistors that contribute to the leakage power in this state with HV
transistors, as seen in Fig. 2. This basic asymmetric (BA) cell
was simulated and it exhibits the same leakage as the RV cell
when holding a logic “1,” but its leakage is reduced by 70
when holding a logic “0.”

The read access time of the BA cell is, however, degraded.
Due to N2’s and N4’s higher threshold voltage, the bitline dis-
charge takes longer. The discharge times for BLB and BL are

2Discharge time is defined as the time from when the WL is raised to when
one of the bitlines reduces to 90% of its precharge value. 90% was chosen due
to it being a appropriate differential signal for sense amplifiers to trigger.
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Fig. 3. Leakage improved three cell (the LE cell).

12.2% and 46.4% longer than the discharge time for the RV
cell, respectively. Read times can be made to match the faster
read time by using a set of dummy bitlines and a novel sense
amplifier,3 as discussed in Section III.

Since p-channel metal–oxide semiconductor (pMOS) transis-
tors have very little effect on the cell’s read access time (the
role of pulling down the bitlines is played by the two n-channel
metal–oxide semiconductor (nMOS) transistors on the side of
the cell storing the “0”), a better asymmetric cell consists of
the BA cell with P2 also set to high-. This cell, referred to as
leakage improved (LI) 2, has the advantage of partially reduced
leakage in the high leakage state. When the cell is holding a logic
“1,” its leakage is reduced by 1.6relative to the RV cell, and
when holding a logic “0,” its leakage is reduced by 70. The
discharge times for BLB and BL are 12.2% and 46.4% longer
than the discharge times for the RV cell, respectively, the same
as the BA cell’s discharge times. One further improvement is
possible because, due to the sense amplifier (described below),
which matches the read time on the slow side of the cell to the
fast side, there is no need for N1 to be low-. This leads to
the cell in Fig. 3, referred to as LI3. This cell further reduces
leakage in the high leakage state so that its leakage relative to
the RV cell is reduced by 7 in the “1” state and by 70 in the
“0” state. The BL discharge time is now 61.6% longer than the
discharge time for the RV cell, but that is of minor importance
due to the novel sense amplifier design, as we will see below.

The two asymmetric cells, i.e., LI2 and LI3, take the BA cell
and improve its leakage performance while not affecting its read
access time. Another design front is to take the BA cell and try to
improve its read access time, while keeping some of the leakage
benefits found in the BA cell.

To eliminate the speed penalty incurred in the BA cell due to
both pull-down paths having one high-transistor, both N2 and
N3 are made low- . This cell, i.e., speed improved (SI)1, now
has discharge times for BLB and BL, which are 0% and 46.7%,
respectively, longer than the RV cell. Thus, one side of the cell
is just as fast as the RV cell. However, this cell suffers from
higher leakage than the BA cell, with a leakage reduction of 2
relative to RV when holding a “0,” and no leakage reduction
when holding a “1.”

The same transformations performed on BA to improve its
leakage performance can also be performed on the SI 1 cell.

3The new sense amplifier does not improve sense times for symmetrical
SRAM cells.

Fig. 4. Speed improved three cell (the SE cell).

Fig. 5. Special precharge cell.

First, P2 is made high- , and then N1 is also made high-.
These two new cells are named SI2 and SI3, respectively. SI3
is shown in Fig. 4. SI2 has leakage reductions of 2and 1.6
when storing a “0” and “1,” respectively, while SI3 has leakage
reductions of 2 and 7 .4 These two cells have no read access
time degradation compared to the RV cell along BLB, but have
a 46.5% and 61.6% degradation along BL, respectively. Once
again, the degradation along BL is of minor importance due to
the novel sense amplifier.

One would like to get the very low leakage of the LI2 and LI3
cells and a very small read access delay. A final asymmetric cell
can meet these objectives, but it requires a different read oper-
ation. In the steady state, instead of keeping BL precharged to

, keep it at ground. Now, N4 can be kept low-for the
preferred “0” state. This special precharge (SP) cell is shown
in Fig. 5. Before a read, BL may have to be raised to “1,” or a
new sensing scheme may have to be developed, which may be
power hungry. This cell requires changes to the peripheral cir-
cuits of the SRAM array, and further work is required to develop
this concept. Nevertheless, the results for this cell are presented
for completeness: leakage is reduced by 83.3in the “0” state,
while the “1” state shows no leakage reduction. The SP cell
shows the possible leakage reduction when only two transistors
are dissipating leakage and both are high-. Furthermore, bit-
line discharge times are degraded by 12.2% and 0%.

4Note that SI3 reverses the preferred leakage state to the state when the cell
is holding a “1.” All further references to this cell will have the “1” state as the
preferred state so that the cell language remains in conformity with all other
cells, but it should be noted that, in practice, the cell bitlines can be flipped to
allow for “0” to be the preferred state without affecting any of the performance
or stability results shown here.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF LEAKAGE REDUCTION FORALL ASYMMETRIC CELLS RELATIVE TO THE RV CELL

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of asymmetric leakage characteristics of all
cells.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF BITLINE DISCHARGE TIMES FOR ALL

ASYMMETRIC CELLS RELATIVE TO THE RV CELL

A summary of the leakage reduction while holding a “0” and
“1” can be seen in Table I. Fig. 6 shows the asymmetry between
the leakage when each cell is holding a “0” or a “1.” The bitline
discharge times are summarized in Table II, which shows the
distinction between the LI and SI cells. All LI cells show a near
12% increase in bitline discharge times, while the SI cells show
no increase in bitline discharge times. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows
that the BA and LI2 cells show no advantage to LI3 since the LI3
cell has the same speed performance as the BA and LI2 cells, but
with better leakage performance. The LI3 cell will be referred
to henceforth as the leakage enhanced (LE) cell. Also, SI3 is
clearly the best design from within the SI cells. The SI3 cell
will be referred to henceforth as the speed enhanced (SE) cell.

Until now, only the bitline discharge times of the different
cells have been compared, and write times have been ignored.
The write times of the cells are less important because stronger
write drivers can be designed to drive the bitlines, and write

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF WRITE TIMES FORALL ASYMMETRIC CELLS

drivers are a small portion of the total SRAM. The write times
of the asymmetric cells all lie within the write times of the RV
and HV cells. The precise numbers can be seen in Table III. The
LE and SE cells show the smallest increase in their respective
groupings.

Since the LE and SE are the two best designs from the two
sets of asymmetric cells, only these two cells, and variations on
them will be further discussed in the following.

C. Stability

Another major consideration with the cell design is its sta-
bility. There are two interrelated issues: read stability and noise
margins [3], [9]. Intuitively, read stability indicates how likely
it is to invert the cell’s stored value when accessing it, and was
computed as the ratio of , where is the cur-
rent through the pull-down NMOS when the state of the cell is
being reversed by injecting an external current and where

is the maximum current through the pass transistor during
a read [3]. The static noise margin (SNM) of an SRAM cell
is defined as the minimum dc noise voltage necessary to flip
the state of the cell [10]. In our case, the stability of all cells
was measured by simulation (HSPICE) via both the SNM and

methods. Under both stability tests, the stability was
first measured under nominal conditions, assuming no process
variations.

To measure stability under process variations, two sets of tests
were then performed. First, the SNM and tests were
performed on 59 049 combinations of different and length
variations for all six transistors in the cell. The combinations
included modifying by the nMOS transistors’

and length values and the pMOS transistors’value, thus
giving combinations. The worst case value for
various cells was found, and compared to the worst case value
obtained for the RV cell.

Second, Monte Carlo analysis was performed to obtain a
distribution for the SNM and . For each cell, 500
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Fig. 7. SNM of the LE cell.

scenarios for and length were randomly generated, consis-
tent with their joint distributions, and simulated. The mean of
the distribution was estimated using the unbiased estimator
in (1), and the variance was estimated by using the unbiased
estimator in (2). Furthermore, the normal scores method was
used to graphically determine the distribution type [11]. Given
the distribution type, mean, and variance, the probability of the
failure for various cells was then computed

(1)

(2)

1) SNM: The SNM of the LE and SE cells were computed
through simulation. The SNM of the RV cell was also computed
to be used as a reference. Under nominal conditions, the SNM
of the LE and SE cells were 0.246and 0.221 , respectively,
while the SNM of the RV cell was 0.250 . Thus, the LE and
SE show a decrease in SNM of 1.6% and 11.7%. One would
expect that by using HV transistors in the design, the SNM of
the cells would increase, but the asymmetry of the cells skews
the lobes of the butterfly curve and decreases the SNM, as will
be explained below.

First, let us examine the SNM of the cells when the wordline
is not active. During this state, the SRAM cell is not as vulner-
able as when it is being read, but a study of this case helps to
understand the decrease in the SNM when the cell is being read.
When the WL is off, the only transistors that affect the SNM are
the four transistors comprising the back-to-back inverters.

Since the four internal transistors of the LE cell are all
high- , the cell has equal low and high noise margins of
0.685 V, a 22.6% increase over the standby SNM of the RV
cell, 0.559 V. However, when the SNM of the cell is being
measured during a read, as seen in Fig. 7, the cell has high
SNM in one state, 0.363 V, and low SNM in the other, 0.246 V.

Fig. 8. SNM of the SE cell.

TABLE IV
WORSTCASE SNM

The asymmetry in the LE butterfly curve is due to the mismatch
between the strength of the pass–gate (N3) and pull-down
(N2) transistors. During a read, the N3 pass transistor, due to it
being low- , has a higher conductivity than N2 and raises the
voltage at the storage node to a higher voltage than if the two
NMOS were of equal strength.

For the SE cell, the internal inverter pair are not identical.
Thus, the standby (i.e., with the wordline off) SNM of the cell
has asymmetric lobes with noise margins of 0.535 and 0.727 V,
in the worst case, a 4.2% decrease in noise margin compared
to the RV cell. The source of this mismatch is thedifference
between N1 and N2, which causes one of the transfer charac-
teristics to commence its transition in the SNM plot from “0”
to “1” later than normal. During a read, the mismatch between
the size of the lobes becomes exaggerated because it is as if a
constant is subtracted from the noise margin on each side of the
cell since each side of the cell has equal strength pass transistors
and pull-down transistors. While being read, the SE cell has low
and high noise margins of 0.222 and 0.365 V, respectively. The
SNM plot of the SE cell is shown in Fig. 8.

As explained in Section II-C, process variations were ana-
lyzed by two methods. First, by sweeping over 59 049 cases,
the worst-case SNM was found for each cell and is summarized
in Table IV.

The asymmetric cells stability performance degrades com-
pared to that of the RV cell. Since process variations induce
an asymmetry in the butterfly curve, the original asymmetry
inherent in the butterfly curves for the LE and SE allows one
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Fig. 9. SNM of LE cell pinching off.

Fig. 10. SNM of SE cell pinching off.

lobe of the butterfly curve to become pinched off even further
and lose stability. For the LE cell, the butterfly curve becomes
pinched off when N3 becomes stronger than N2 and P1 in-
creases in strength, while N1 does not. Fig. 9 shows the effect
graphically. The worst case for the SE cell occurs at a different
process corner. The butterfly curve becomes pinched off when
P2 decreases in strength and N2 increases in strength, and N4
gets stronger than N1, as shown in Fig. 10.

Monte Carlo analysis was also performed on the RV, LE, and
SE cells. Table V summarizes the mean and standard deviation
of the SNM. Furthermore, the normal scores method showed

TABLE V
MEAN AND � DURING MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS FOR SNM

TABLE VI
NOMINAL =I

TABLE VII
WORSTCASE I =I

that the distributions for all cells were Gaussian. Due to their
very small standard deviation, the SNM of all cells remains very
close to their respective mean. Thus, the mean of the SNM be-
comes a very important measure, and is a better reflection of the
stability than the nominal or worst case SNM. Using the mean
as a measure of stability, the LE has a 7% increase in SNM and
the SE has a 5.8% decrease.

2) : Using the SNM as a measure of stability
showed that the LE cell was comparable to the RV cell while
the SE cell showed a marginal decrease in stability. When

is computed by simulation, it is seen that the SE
outperforms the RV cell and the LE suffers. Table VI shows
the results.

The LE cell has a lower value due to the mis-
match between the pass transistor and pull-down transistor on
one side of the cell. The values from both sides of the cell
show a drop compared to the value from the RV cell due
to both pull-down transistors becoming high-. However, with
N3 remaining low- , on the fast side of the cell does not
suffer the same drop, and falls compared to that of
the RV cell.

The SE, due to it having the same strength pull-down and pass
transistors on each side of the cell, does not experience the same
problem as the LE cell. On the slow side of the cell, both
and fall compared to the RV cell, but falls by a larger
amount, thus increasing the . On the fast side of the
cell, does not change compared to the RV cell, but
increases slightly. In the RV cell, the reduction in voltage (due
to leakage) at the stored “1” node degrades the current sinking
capacity of the pull-down NMOS. In the SE cell, because of the
high- transistors on the “1” side of the cell, there is no degra-
dation in the current sinking capacity of the pull-down transistor
and, thus, increases leading to a larger .

A total of 59 049 different corner cases of process variations
were simulated and the worst case was noted in each
cell, and is summarized in Table VII. The LE and RV cells
achieve their worst case for the same process corner:
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TABLE VIII
MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS FOR =I

Fig. 11. SLE cell.

when the difference in strength between N2 and N3 is ampli-
fied with N2 becoming weaker, and N3 becoming stronger. The
SE cell, however, suffers its worst case when N4 be-
comes stronger than N1.

The Monte Carlo analysis show that is also
Gaussian from the linear plots obtained from the normal scores
method. Table VIII shows the mean and standard deviation
of the three cells. Notice, once again, the standard deviation
is very small and, thus, most cells will be very near the mean
where the LE shows a 4.35% decrease and the SE cell shows a
14.84% increase in .

D. Improved-Stability Cells Through Threshold Voltage

As seen in the previous section, the SE and LE cells have ei-
ther a lower stability in the SNM or tests. In many
cases, the stability of the cell is a critical factor to obtain a de-
sired yield and to lower the cost of the chip. In that regard, two
derivative cells, one from the LE cell and one from the SE, have
been developed that improve upon their SNM, but do not de-
crease the leakage as much as the SE and LE cells. The two
new cells are named stability-leakage enhanced (SLE) and sta-
bility-speed enhanced (SSE).5

One way to improve the SNM of the cells under process vari-
ations is to try to make the size of the lobes of the butterfly curve
symmetric. For the LE cell, the lobes can be made more sym-
metric by making N2 low- , but this new cell would just be
the SE cell. Another option is to make P1 low-. This change,
seen in Fig. 11, has the opposite effect of the lower arrow in
Fig. 9, and makes the lobes of the butterfly curve more sym-
metric. The SNMs are now 0.360 and 0.283 V instead of 0.363
and 0.246 V. To make the SE cell’s SNM plot more symmetric,
P2 can be made low- to have the opposite effect as the top
arrow in Fig. 10. By doing this, the SNM plot, shown in Fig. 14,

5TheI =I of the cells is not improved since the only method to improve
the LE cell’s value considerably is to make the pull-down NMOS on the fast side
of the cell low-V , which would make it the same as the SE cell. The SE cell
already has a betterI =I than RV under nominal, worst case, and mean
conditions.

Fig. 12. SSE cell.

Fig. 13. SNM for SLE cell.

has SNMs of 0.256 and 0.362 V instead of 0.222 and 0.366 V.
The SSE cell is shown in Fig. 12. The change in SNM can be
seen in Figs. 13 and 14.

For these stability-improved cells, all the previous tests for
leakage, performance, and stability can be performed to com-
pare them to the cells they were derived from, as well as to, the
RV cell.

1) Leakage: The leakage performance of the stability-im-
proved cells falls off, as is expected due to one transistor in the
LE and SE being re-converted to a low-transistor. For the
SLE cell, the leakage reduction when holding a “1” remains un-
changed at a 6.96 reduction relative to RV, but the leakage
reduction when holding a “0” changes from 69.5to 2.5 . For
the SSE cell, when it is holding a “0,” the leakage reduction
stays at 2.04 , but when it is holding a “1,” the leakage reduc-
tion changes from 6.96 to 1.91 .

2) Performance:Since the PMOS transistors do not play a
large role in discharging the bitlines, it would be expected that
the discharge time for the stability-improved cells to be very
close to the cells they derived from. Through simulation, it is
seen that the discharge times along BL and BLB remain almost
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Fig. 14. SNM for SSE cell.

TABLE IX
%IMPROVEMENT OVER RV CELL FOR IMPROVED-STABILITY

CELLS UNDER SNM TEST

TABLE X
%IMPROVEMENT OVER RV CELL FOR INCREASED-STABILITY

CELLS UNDER I =I TEST

constant. As for the write times, SLEs write time decreases to
a 33.15% increase over RVs write time from LEs 35.95% in-
crease. The SSE write time jumps to a 49.22% increase over
RVs write times.

3) Stability: The stability analysis has also been performed
on the derivative cells for both the SNM and . Both
derivative cells perform better than the RV cell in the worst
case and under Monte Carlo analysis. The results are shown in
Table IX.

Under the method, there is very little change be-
cause depends strongly on the NMOS transistors,
which have not been changed, but the stability-improved cells
perform slightly worse than the cells from which they were de-
rived. The results are summarized in Table X.

E. Improved-Stability Cells Through Transistor Sizing

From the previous section, it can be seen that when stability
is recovered through a change in threshold voltage of the PMOS

Fig. 15. SNM for RSE cell.

transistors, a large portion of the leakage benefits of the asym-
metric cells are lost. Furthermore, the low of the LE
cell could not be improved by threshold voltage assignment.

Another way of improving stability is to resize some of the
transistors to reclaim the conductance lost due to the high-
assignment. This change does not have a large effect on the
leakage characteristics because leakage increases exponentially
with reduced threshold voltages, but increases only linearly with
transistor size. Moreover, the low of the LE cell can
be improved by transistor resizing.

The lobes of the SNM plot for the SE cell can be made more
symmetric by making N1 wider. In our case, we increased the
width of this transistor by 26%, leading to a new cell, which we
refer to as resized speed enhanced (RSE). The SNM for the RSE
cell is comparable to that of the RV cell and the change in N1’s
size leads to an increase of only 2.9% in cell area. The change
in the SNM plot can be seen in Fig. 15, where the margins are
now 0.253 and 0.347 instead of 0.222 and 0.366. The RSE
cell’s nominal value for does not change much com-
pared to the nominal value for the SE cell. On the slow side of
the cell, which had the higher value for the SE cell,
the increase in N1’s size allows for to become larger and
increases the value. The fast side of the cell, how-
ever, which has the limiting value, has a reduced
that reduces the final value of to 2.53. The reduction
in is due to the “1” storage node having a slightly lower
voltage due to the increased leakage through N1. Nevertheless,
the RSE cell’s value is still 11.8% better than that of
the RV cell.

For the LE cell, increasing the width of N2 allows the con-
ductance of N2 to approach that of N3, which leads to an in-
crease in , thus increasing . By increasing N2’s
width by 22% (leading to an only 2.4% increase in cell area),
the value of the new RLE cell was made to be 2.28,
which is comparable to the value of 2.26 of the RV
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Fig. 16. SNM for RLE cell.

cell. The increase in N2’s width also increases the SNM of the
RLE cell where the margins are now 0.349 and 0.280instead
of 0.363 and 0.246 . The SNM plot for this cell can be seen in
Fig. 16.

For these resized cells, all the previous tests for leakage, per-
formance, and stability were performed to compare them to the
cells they were derived from, as well as to, the RV cell.

1) Leakage: As expected, the leakage performance of the
resized cells is better than that of the SLE and SSE cells. For
the RLE cell, the leakage reduction when holding a “1” remains
unchanged at a 6.96reduction relative to RV, but the leakage
reduction when holding a “0” only slightly reduces from 69.5
to 57.9 . (The SLE cell’s leakage reduction when holding a
“0” was only 2.5 ). When the RSE cell is holding a “0,” the
leakage reduction stays at 2.04relative to RV, and when it is
holding a “1,” the leakage reduction only changes from 6.96
to 6.79 . This change is also minimal when compared to the
SSEs leakage reduction of 1.91X.

2) Performance:Due to the increased size of the pull-down
NMOS transistors, the resized cells have the potential of im-
proving the read-access time of the cell. For the RLE cell, the
discharge time along BLB remains at a 61.1% increase over
the RV cell’s BLB discharge time, but the BL discharge time
is now only 3.7% longer than the RV cell’s discharge time. As
noted previously, only the BL discharge time is important due
to the timed read based on the new sense amplifier. For the RSE
cell, the discharge time along the fast side of the cell, BL, does
not change, but the discharge time along BLB is reduced from
the SE cell’s 61.7% increase over RV to a 49.2% increase over
RV. This extra performance along BLB plays no important role
in the cell’s performance. As for the write times, RLEs write
time increases to a 39% increase over RVs write time from LEs
35.95% increase. The RSE write time jumps to a 45% increase
over RVs write times.

TABLE XI
PERCENTAGEIMPROVEMENT OVER RV CELL FOR RESIZED CELLS

UNDER SNM TEST

TABLE XII
PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT OVER RV CELL FOR RESIZED

CELLS UNDER I =I TEST

Fig. 17. Mean SNM under different supply voltage for LE derived cells.

3) Stability: The stability analysis has also been performed
on the resized cells for both the SNM and tests. Both
resized cells perform better than the RV cell in the worst case
and under Monte Carlo analysis for the SNM. These results can
be seen in Table XI. Under the test, the RLE cell now
performs better than RV both in the worst case and on average.
The increase in N1’s size accomplishes the higher .
The RSE cell’s value also increases slightly under all
tests, even surpassing the SE cell’s value in the worst
case. With a larger pull-down transistor, the process variations
do not have as much an effect on the RSE cell’s stability. These
results are shown in Table XII.

F. Stability at Different Supply Voltages

Another figure of merit for the different cells is their stability
under different supply voltages. For the technology being used,
the nominal supply voltage is 1.2 V. Monte Carlo analysis has
been performed for the RV, LE, SLE, RLE, SE, SSE, and RSE
cells for supply voltages ranging from 0.75 to 1.6 V, for which
the mean SNM is shown in Figs. 17 and 18.

From the plot it can be seen that for voltages above 1.2 V, LE,
SLE, and RLE improve their SNM advantage over the RV cell.
With a higher , the difference in conductance between the
pass–gate (N3) and pull-down (N2) transistors, which was the
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Fig. 18. Mean SNM under different supply voltage for SE derived cells.

root cause of the low stability at 1.2 V, diminishes. At higher
voltages, the SNM of the SE and SSE cells starts to diminish
just as the SNM of the RV, but at a lower rate. The SNM of the
RSE cell levels off at higher voltages.

With lower supply voltages, the SNM of the asymmetric cells
starts to suffer. For the LE, SLE, and RLE cells, the SNM de-
creases rapidly, but SLE’s SNM remains comparable to that of
RV, while RLE’s SNM becomes comparable to that of LEs. This
decrease in stability is caused by the difference in conductance
between RV and HV transistors at low ’s. Furthermore, at
low , the extra conductance of the larger transistor in the
RLE cell does not have a large effect since the transistor is not
fully on. The SNM of SE, SSE, and RSE also decreases, but not
as fast as that of LE. Again, this decrease in SNM is due to the
difference in conductance at low ’s.

Based on [12], the voltage regulator and power distribution
network in microprocessors must maintain the supply voltage
to within 5% of nominal. Therefore, the reduced stability at
low voltages for the asymmetric cells might not be a big con-
cern, except perhaps during any chip testing that may need to
be performed at low voltage.

The same tests were performed for the method
with the result that the curves for all cells are much better be-
haved. The SE and SSE cells have a near 24% advantage over
the RV cell at 0.75 V and a 8% advantage at 1.65 V. The LE and
SLE cells have approximately a 16% decrease in at
0.75 V and are comparable at 1.65 V to the RV cell. The re-
sized cells behave slightly differently, with the RSE cell having
an 11.7% improvement at 1.65 V and a 32.2% improvement at
0.75 V. The RLE cell has a 9.6% improvement at 1.65 V and a
4% decrease at 0.75 V.

III. SENSEAMPLIFIER

A conventional sense amplifier, shown in Fig. 19(a), is not
suitable in our design due to the slow access time when the cell
is storing a “0.” To obtain fast read times regardless of the data
value, a new sense amplifier has been designed and is shown in
Fig. 19(b). The design of this sense amplifier is based loosely

Fig. 19. (a) Conventional sense amplifier. (b) New sense amplifier.

on MOS current-mode logic (MCML) ideas presented in [13].
Compared to the conventional sense amp, the new sense am-
plifier has four additional transistors and an area increase of
roughly 0.229 m or 14.4%.

In addition to BL and BLB, the sense amp has two new in-
puts, i.e., D and DB. These are connected to a dummy column
of cells that store “1” at all times, but which are otherwise ex-
actly identical to all other cells in the array. This dummy column
extends the full length of the SRAM array so that, during every
read operation, one of the dummy cells will have its workline
asserted. Since the dummy cells always store a “1,” they are al-
ways fast on the discharge (as fast as the fast side of any other
cell), and they are used to provide something like a timer signal.
This is achieved by connecting the dummy bitlines to the sense
amp in a reverse way (D connected to the right side, where BLB
is connected, and DB connected to the left side, where BL is
connected), so that D and DB trigger a fast read of a “0” result
when the cell being read has “0” content.

Sensing a “1” is as fast as a conventional sense amp since
this is done by sensing a discharge of BLB due to the action of
the fast side of the cell. Sensing a “0” isinitiatedat a later time
than it would be in a conventional sense amp. This is done to
allow sufficient time for the fast side to trigger the sense amp if
it has to do so. While initiating the sensing for a “0” is delayed,
the combined effect of the dummy cell and the slow side of the
asymmetric cell makes the sensing process itself much faster
once initiated so that the end result becomes available at about
the same time as it would when sensing a “1.”

The detailed operation of the sense amplifier is as follows.
Initially, the bitlines are precharged and all four amplifier inputs
rise to . During this phase the sense amplifier is being reset
and nodes A and B are reset to an intermediate value. During
a read operation, either BLB will discharge (cell has a “1,” fast
discharge from the fast side) or BL will discharge (cell has a “0,”
slow discharge from the slow side). Furthermore, the signal DB,
which is on the fast side of the dummy cell, will be discharged
since the dummy cells permanently hold a logic “1.” The D
signal will always remain near .6 If BLB is being discharged
(a logic “1” is being sensed), then the differential pair composed

6The D signal should not be tied toV since common-mode noise sources,
such as clock feedthrough, need to appear on D to achieve high noise immunity.
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Fig. 20. Approximate sense amplifier circuits when reading a “0.”

Fig. 21. Approximate sense amplifier circuits when reading a “1.”

of N1 and N2 causes increased current to pass through the left
branch, thus increasing the voltage at node B and decreasing the
voltage at node A. Through the positive feedback loop of P1, P2,
N5, and N6, the rate of change for nodes A and B are increased
to achieve quick sensing. When BL is being discharged (a logic
“0” is being sensed), then it does so at a slower rate since it is
being discharged from the slow side of the asymmetric cell. To
achieve fast sensing in this case also, the dummy bitlines, which
are connected to the differential pair of N3 and N4, initiate the
sensing of a logic “0.” Through the combined effect of the DB
bitline being discharged and BL being discharged, albeit at a
slower rate, approximately symmetric sense times are achieved.

The operation of the sense amplifier can also be understood
from the following two circuit simplifications. First, consider
the situation when a “0” is being read and the slow side of the
cell is discharging. For simplicity, assume that the fast signals
from the dummy column are much faster than the slow signal
from the read column. In this case, the gates of N1 and N2 are
at due to precharging, and the transistors are on. Since the
transistors are conducting, they can be replaced by short cir-
cuits, and the sense amplifier simplifies to the circuit shown in
Fig. 20. When DB has not been discharged, nodes A and B are
being pulled low by N3 and N4. Once DB starts to discharge,
N3 turns off and there is nothing keeping node A low and the
back-to-back inverters latch a “0.”

When the sense amplifier is reading a “1,” the normal and
dummy bitlines are equally fast, and N1 and N2 cannot be sim-
plified away. However, the circuit can still be simplified to the
circuit shown in Fig. 21. In Fig. 21, node B has its pull-down
path blocked due to BLB discharging. Node B is then pulled
high by P2 since N2 has cut off N4’s and N6’s ability to pull the
node low. The circuit is then forced to latch the correct value.

For this sensing scheme to achieve reliable results, it must
allow for adequate time for BLB to discharge before initiating a
logic “0” read. This safety factor is achieved in two ways. First,
the dummy bitlines are connected to all sense amps and, there-
fore, have a slightly higher capacitive load compared to real bit-
lines leading to a slower discharge on DB compared to BLB.
The extra capacitive loading does not slow the sense time when
BL is discharging because of the concerted effort between BL
and DB to sense the same value. Second, the transistors con-
nected to the bitlines are wider than the transistors connected to
the dummy bitlines leading to a higher transconductance. This
leads to a higher gain from the bitlines to the output than from
the dummy bitlines. Furthermore, since N3 and N4 are in par-
allel with N5 and N6, they cannot constrain the current along
the branch as much as N1 and N2 can. We have also performed
sensitivity analysis of this sense amplifier, and it performs on
par with the conventional sense amplifier.

To limit the sense power, the sense amplifiers are clocked, as
in [14]–[16]. The sense clock turns on the amplifiers and sets
them up in their high gain region before the sensing occurs. To
improve yield and ensure low-power operation, the clock path
must be matched to the data path. This matching is achieved by
using an extra set of dummy bitlines to match the bitline delay
and clock the sense amplifiers at the appropriate time, as in [16].

IV. SRAM

A 4-kB SRAM was designed, extracted, and simulated to
measure the read times of the new sense amplifier. The SRAM
was composed of eight sub-arrays that each contained 64 rows
and 64 columns. The addition of the dummy column increases
the area of the SRAM by less than 1/64th of the original area.
The layout of the SRAM is shown in Fig. 22. The SRAM was
simulated at a temperature of 110C with the RV, LE, SE, SLE,
SSE, RLE, RSE, and HV cells. Furthermore, the RV and HV
cells were also simulated with a conventional sense amp, and
these results were used as a reference for the new sense ampli-
fier. The following details the read and write times of the SRAM
as well as some performance characteristics of the new sense
amplifier.

Fig. 23 shows the total leakage within the SRAM attributable
to the SRAM cells when the SRAM is either holding all “0” ’s
or all “1” ’s. The leakage includes the leakage needed for the
dummy cells (their contribution is negligible, however, given
the size of the SRAM). The leakage trends seen above for the
single cell remain true for the complete SRAM, where LE and
SE offer a reduction of 70 and 2 while storing a “0” and a
reduction of approximately 7when storing a “1.” The stability
improved cells, and the resized cells also show the same leakage
trends from the single-cell experiments.

The total SRAM read access time includes the following four
components:

1) input register propagation delay and hold times;
2) address decoding delay;
3) delay for WL, bitline, and sensing;
4) output register setup time.

The simulation results showing these components for the var-
ious SRAMs composed of different asymmetric cells are shown
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Fig. 22. Layout of simulated SRAM.

Fig. 23. Maximum and minimum leakage current attribute to cells.

Fig. 24. Breakdown of memory access time.

in Fig. 24. Notice that only the sense times (the third component
of Fig. 24) is affected by the cell design. Specifically, this time
is the time period from when precharging is complete to when
the sense amplifier has reached 90% of its swing.

Fig. 25 shows the sense times in more detail. It can be seen
that the worst case sensing times of the asymmetrical cells with
the new sense amplifier are now on par with the RV cell with
a conventional sense amplifier. In comparison with the RV cell

Fig. 25. Sense times during a read cycles, i.e., the third component of Fig. 24.

using a conventional sense amp, the LE cell is 8.5% slower (al-
though the effect on the total read time is an increase of just
under 2%, as seen in Fig. 24). The SE cell, on the other hand,
has sense times that are within 1% of the sense times of the RV
cell. The RLE cell has a sense time that is only 3.4% longer than
that of the RV cell, and the RSE cell has a worst case sense time
that is equal to that of the SE cell. It is interesting to note that
the HV cell with a conventional sense amplifier is 43% slower.

An important side comment to be made is that the new sense
amplifier does not speed up the sensing for RV and HV when
compared to the sensing with the conventional sense amplifier.
Indeed, the RV and HV cells with the new sense amplifier have
worst case sense times, which are 1% slower than the sense
times with the conventional sense amplifier. Thus, in comparing
the speed of the new cells with the new sense amp to the conven-
tional cells with the conventional sense amp, the comparison is
fair and valid because the new sense amplifier on its own does
not speed up the read access time of the conventional cells.

When a “1” should be read, there is a race between BLB and
DB to read a “1” and “0,” respectively. If the signal along DB
is faster than usual, while the signal along BLB is slower than
usual, there is a possibility that an incorrect value may be read
by the sense amp. Therefore, a margin has to be designed into
the SRAM array; more specifically, the discharge time along
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Fig. 26. Write times.

DB must be slower than BLB so that an incorrect value is not
read. The built-in margin must also consider the variations in
discharge times along BLB and DB.

Monte Carlo analysis was performed on the different asym-
metrical cells to find the mean and standard deviation of the
read current from each side of the cell. The sense amplifier was
then tested assuming the read current along bitlines could vary
by from its mean value. The worst case possibility when
reading a “1” is when the signal along BLB is slower and the
signal along DB is faster. The worst case possibility when
reading a “0” is when the signal along both BL and DB are
slower. Under all conditions, the sense amplifier sensed the cor-
rect value.

To determine the margin that existed until the sense ampli-
fier would sense the incorrect value, the signal along DB was
incrementally made faster and BLB made slower until the sense
amplifier would output a “0” when BLB was discharging. When
DB was faster than its nominal value and BLB was
slower than its nominal value, the sense amplifier read the incor-
rect value. Noting that the capacitance along the dummy bitlines
was 13.6% larger than the capacitance along the normal bitlines,
the signal along the dummy bitline can be up to 17.4% faster
than the signal along BLB before the sense amplifier reads the
incorrect value in this design. Thus, the sense amplifier will per-
form correctly as long as (3) is satisfied as follows:

(3)

Furthermore, the capacitance along the dummy bitline
can become a design consideration. can be

controlled by connecting the dummy bitlines to different num-
bers of sense amplifiers and not routing the bitlines through
a column multiplexer. By lowering , the “0” read
time will become faster, and the “1” read time will become
slower. At the same time, the probability of a sense failure
will increase. Conversely, by increasing , the “0” read
time will increase, and the “1” read time will decrease. The
probability of a sense failure will also decrease. In this design,

can be increased to make the read times between a “1”
and a “0” more symmetric and, at the same time, increase the
margin before an incorrect value is read.

Finally, the write times for the different cells are shown in
Fig. 26. The write times range from a 13.4% increase over the

RV cell’s write time for the SSE cell to a 27.6% increase for the
RSE cell. The increase in write times is of minor importance
since the write times are shorter than the read times associated
with the cells and, therefore, the speed of the SRAM is depen-
dent on the read time.

V. ARCHITECTURAL ENHANCEMENTS

We investigated two cache organizations that use asymmetric
cell designs, i.e.,statically biasedand dynamic inversion. In
the statically biased cache, the cells are simply replaced with
asymmetric ones. This cache isstatically biasedto dissipate low
leakage power only when it stores the preferred bit value (“0”).
What makes this cache successful istypical program behavior:
as we show in [8], the SPEC2000 programs we studied exhibit a
strong bias toward zero. Specifically, we observed that a level-1
data cache had an average 78.7% zeros in the data stream, and a
level-1 instruction cache had an average of 62.9% zeros. Given
this, the statically biased cache with the SE cells reduces leakage
by 4.5 and 3.8 for an instruction and a data cache, respec-
tively, compared to conventional symmetric-cell caches. The
caches are 32-kB four-way set associative caches. While pro-
grams with a higher fraction of “1” ’s than “0” ’s may exist, our
SRAM would still dissipate much lower leakage power com-
pared to the regular- cell cache.

In selective inversion, the values stored within a block can
be inverted at a byte granularity (other granularities are pos-
sible). In this design, if a byte contains five or more ones, it
is inverted prior to storing it in the cache. This cache needs
an additionalinversion flagcell per byte that holds information
on which bytes were inverted. Inversion happens at write time.
Since stores are typically buffered in a write buffer and are only
sent to the data cache on commit, there is plenty of time to de-
cide and apply inversion if necessary. Additional area, dynamic
power, and performance tradeoffs apply to this design. An inves-
tigation of these issues is part of our ongoing and future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach that
combines both circuit- and architecture-level techniques. Our
approach drastically reduces leakage power dissipation. The
key observations behind our approach are that cache-resident
memory values of ordinary programs exhibit a strong bias
toward zero or one at the bit level.

We introduced a family of high-speed asymmetric dual-
SRAM cell designs that exploit this bit-level bias to reduce
leakage power while maintaining high performance. The six
best asymmetric cells offer different performance/leakage/sta-
bility characteristics. The SE cell reduces leakage power by at
least 2 and by 7 in the preferred state. It is as fast as the con-
ventional RV SRAM cell. By comparison, the LE cell reduces
leakage by at least 7 and by approximately 70 in the pre-
ferred state. Its total read time is only 2% higher than the SE
and RV cells. These latter two cells have lower stability than LE
under both the SNMand the tests. Four other cells
that compensate for stability were designed, two by choosing
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TABLE XIII
SUMMARY RESULTS FORALL THE CELLS

TABLE XIV
SUMMARY RESULTS FORALL THE CELLS, SHOWING EXPECTEDLEAKAGE

different combinations of threshold voltages for the cell transis-
tors, and two by changing some transistor sizes. The SSE cell re-
duces leakage power by 1.9and 2 in the preferred state with
no performance degradation, and the SLE cell reduces leakage
power by 2.5 and 7 in the preferred state with only a 5% in-
crease in read access times. The SSE and SLE cells have com-
parable stability to the RV cell. The RLE cell reduces leakage
by 58 in the preferred state and by 7in the other state with
only a 1% increase in read access time, and an area increase
of approximately 2.4%. The RSE cell reduces leakage by ap-
proximately 7 in the preferred state and 2in the other state.
It has no performance degradation, but has an area increase of
approximately 2.9%. The RLE and RSE cells have comparable
stability to the RV cell. By comparison, an all high-cell re-
duces leakage power by approximately 70, while its bitline
discharge time is 43% slower than the SE and RV cells.

We also proposed two cache organizations that used either a
static bias toward zero, or dynamic, selective inversion to maxi-
mize the number of cache bits that are zero. While the reduction
possible with either technique depends on application behavior,
for the SPEC2000 benchmarks that we considered, the statically
biased cache with the SE cells reduces leakage by 4.5and
3.8 for an instruction and a data cache, respectively, compared
to conventional symmetric-cell caches.

A summary of the results pertaining to all the cells, relative
to the RV cell, is shown in Table XIII. Here, “Leakage (0)” and
“Leakage (1)” refer to the leakage when the cell is storing a “0”
and a “1,” respectively, “Delay” refers to the total read access
time and “Area” refers to the total cell layout area. If we work
with the observed average of approximately 70% “0” ’s and 30%
“1” ’s, we can give projections for the “Expected Leakage” for
the long-term average leakage of an SRAM array (accounting
only for the cell leakage), as shown in Table XIV, where the
column for “Worst Stability” gives the worst case between
the two columns of Table XIII corresponding to the SNM and

tests. If one had to single outthe bestcases, it is
perhaps the case that SSE and RLE combine the best features.

SSE has less than half the original leakage of the RV cell with no
loss of either performance, stability (mean at nominal voltage),
or area. RLE has only 6% of the original leakage of the RV cell
with a performance loss of only 1%, no loss of stability, and an
area increase of only 2%.

In future technologies, gate leakage will become a consider-
able portion of total static power dissipation at room tempera-
ture. The asymmetric cells presented in this paper do not address
the gate leakage component and, thus, their total leakage savings
will be less. The asymmetric cells, however, are expected to con-
siderably decrease the static power dissipation at high operating
temperatures where subthreshold leakage will still be the domi-
nant leakage component. Furthermore, as decreases in suc-
cessive technologies, the difference between the regular- and
high- transistors must be reduced to keep the asymmetric cells
stable; thus, the leakage savings will be reduced. In future tech-
nologies, as is decreased, the stability of the asymmetric
cells may decrease.
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